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Perhaps the most unique custom is kimono. In Japan, this symbol of Japanese culture is one of the most popular forms of dress. Men wear kimono to work and casual daily wear, while women wear them as full-time outfits. They are worn to work or for outdoor leisure activities. Shop for
authentic kimono for men and women at a high-end Japanese clothing store in Tokyo. While Tokyo is the center of the kimono industry, stores can be found all over the country. If you want to go on a date with a Japanese, ask her to go clubbing with you. At a clubbing in Japan, the location is

called a "nebosho" (蹺床, pronounced "nēbōzu"). The dancer is called a "nebodanshi" (蹺成人, pronounced "nebōjinkai"). This is the only place where you can see both Japanese and foreigners dancing at the same time. Find a clubbing in Tokyo, Osaka, and other major cities. If you go to Japan,
you will be amazed by the cleanliness of the public spaces. There will be no piles of garbage anywhere. If you see a trash bin, take your own bag, or buy a coin operated trash can, and leave your garbage. You will avoid the looks of the Japanese bystanders who will be disgusted by the sight
of your trash. The H-class locomotive was built by Kawasaki Heavy Industries between 1972 and 1975. Among the Japanese firms the only private buyers of H-locomotives were the Hokuetsu Express and Hokuriku Shinkansen. The first unit was allocated to the Hokuetsu Express and carried

its first passengers between Toyota and Aichi in April 1972, and entered service on the Nagano Shinkansen on July 24, 1973. In 1974, the Hokuetsu Express was divided into two separate companies, the Hokuetsu Express Co., Ltd. and the Hokuriku Shinkansen Co., Ltd., and renamed the
Hokuriku Shinkansen in October the same year.
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